We propose a new type of photonic analog-to-digital converter (ADC), designed for high-resolution (>7 bit) and high sampling rates (scalable to tens of GS/s). It is based on encoding the input analog voltage signal onto the phase of an optical pulse stream originating from a modelocked laser, and uses spatial oversampling as a means to improve the conversion resolution. This paper describes the concept of spatial oversampling and draws its similarities to the commonly used temporal oversampling. The design and fabrication of a LiNbO 3 /silica hybrid photonic integrated circuit for implementing the spatial oversampling is shown, and its abilities are demonstrated experimentally by digitizing gigahertz signals (frequencies up to 18GHz) at an undersampled rate of 2.56GS/s with a conversion resolution of up to 7.6 effective bits. Oversampling factors of 1-4 are demonstrated.
Introduction
Photonic analog-to-digital converters (ADC) have been the focus of great research interest in past years. As the demands on bandwidth and sampling rates increase, electrical ADCs are stressed to meet the required resolution, measured in effective number of bits (ENOB) [1] . One limiting factor on the resolution-bandwidth product of an ADC is aperture jitter, which is on order of 100fs in state of the art electronics. Mode-locked lasers (MLL) have been shown to provide ultra-low jitter optical pulse streams, as low as a few femtoseconds [2] , and are therefore very attractive for photonic ADCs, allowing the resolution-bandwidth product to be increased by orders of magnitude [3] . Low jitter pulses have also been generated using pulse carved sources with nonlinear compression [4, 5] , providing a simpler alternative to MLLs.
Many photonic ADCs based on optical pulse streams have been implemented in the past. In most cases, the voltage under test (VUT) is encoded on the optical pulses using one or more electro-optic modulators. This serves to sample the signal with a sampling rate equal to the pulse repetition rate. Methods for digitizing the optical information vary widely. Soliton self-frequency shift in non-linear media has been used to directly quantize amplitude encoded pulses [6, 7] . Phase encoding and multi-port free-space interference detection techniques have been used for optical coding [8] [9] [10] . Photonic quantization methods are attractive for highspeed photonic ADCs, as they require very simple detection electronics (and therefore potentially very fast operation). However, the complexity of these designs usually scales exponentially with the number of bits. This makes the design of high resolution ADCs based on direct photonic quantization challenging. An alternative to this is detecting the analog optical signal after modulation and using standard electrical ADCs for quantization [11] . This retains the low jitter characteristics of optical pulses, while taking advantage of the improvements in electrical ADC technology. Such methods typically require an integrate and dump circuit to convert the high bandwidth optical pulses to the lower bandwidth of the electronics [12] . Amplitude modulation and direct detection have been demonstrated to provide an impressive 7 ENOB 40GHz ADC [13] . Phase modulation and coherent detection have been used to demonstrate 8.7 ENOB, albeit at a low sampling rate [14] .
An important concept for photonic ADCs is time-interleaving using wavelength division multiplexing (WDM). A WDM pulse stream is used for optical sampling; a series of pulses, each with a different central wavelength and disjoint spectra. After modulation the pulses are separated using a WDM demultiplexer and detected individually. Slower electronics are then used to digitize and combine the channels, creating a time-interleaved ADC. This reduces the bandwidth requirements from the front end sample and hold of electronic ADCs, as the required electrical sampling rate is the overall optical sampling rate divided by the WDM parallelism factor. Many methods of producing a WDM pulse stream have been suggested [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] , with a typical channel count <10. While higher channel counts are possible [13] , increasing it while maintaining a short enough sampling pulse width for the target resolution may push the bandwidth requirements of the MLL [20] . For a realistic parallelism factor of ~10, and for a target sampling rate higher than 50GS/s, the electrical ADCs will need an analog bandwidth of several GHz. At these rates, electric ADCs already suffer from relatively low resolution. As optical power is readily available in photonic ADC applications (compared to optical communications), the limiting factor may be the accuracy of electric ADCs.
A common method for boosting an ADC's resolution is oversampling. A signal that is sampled faster than the Nyquist frequency is "oversampled"-containing more dense data points than required for full recovery of a band-limited signal. These extra data points can be used to improve the resolution, reducing noise by the oversampling factor [21] . This improvement, however, comes at a cost of limiting the allowed signal bandwidth. For highend applications, requiring both high resolution and high bandwidth, using classical oversampling is not practical. This work introduces the concept of "spatial oversampling"-a technique allowing the same resolution enhancement as classical oversampling (hereby termed "temporal oversampling"), without requiring the faster front end sample and hold electronic circuitry. This work presents a photonic ADC architecture, based on optical pulse sampling from an MLL source, employing phase modulation, coherent detection and our spatial oversampling concept.
Spatial oversampling
Temporal oversampling uses averaging over multiple samples of the RF signal, separated in time. Spatial oversampling uses multiple instantaneous samples, separated in space. This means that the multiple sub-ADCs are used in parallel, to provide an overall increase in resolution. However, one cannot simply divide the signal to several detectors and expect a noise improvement, because the divided signals will be strongly correlated. In temporal oversampling, this is commonly solved by dithering to increase modulation depth beyond the ADC's least significant bit (LSB). Sinusoidal dithering is one commonly used method, and has been shown to provide a whitening of the quantization noise distribution [22] . We use fine optical hybrids to obtain the same effect in the spatial domain. A fine optical hybrid is one whose phase differences are smaller (or "finer") than 90. In the telecom industry, 90° optical hybrids are commonly used to mix two optical signals. Each of the hybrid's output ports provides a sum of the two inputs, with a different relative phase offset. Namely, given two complex electrical fields, S and R, representing input optical signals, the n'th output field of a 360°/N optical hybrid will be:
Feeding each pair of outputs that are 180° apart to a series of balanced detectors provides N/2 photocurrent measurements ( Fig. 1(a) ):
Where ℜ is the detector's responsivity and Δφ is the phase difference between the two input fields. For our photonic ADC, we use the same MLL pulse source for both signal and reference, in a self-coherent configuration. Hence |S| 2 = |R| 2 = P 0 . The phase difference can be found using the in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) measures. These are obtained by scaling the projections of each hybrid output port on the I/Q axes with sinusoid functions:
The phase difference can be extracted using a four-quadrant inverse tangent. The common practice in coherent detection is using a 90° (N = 4) optical hybrid to detect the signal's amplitude and phase. Using higher values of N amounts to an overcomplete basis expansion, providing multiple projections of the signal onto the complex I/Q plane. The extraction of the I/Q measures according to Eq. (3) is essentially a scaled averaging operation performed over the multiple measurements, and leads to enhanced conversion fidelity. The effects of using an overcomplete base are explored next in two regimes-the cases of ideal quantizers (limited only by number of quantization levels) and in the presence of detection noise (when the ENOB is significantly lower than the number of bits).
spatial oversampling with ideal quantizers
To make full use of the sub-ADC's resolution, the full-swing voltage derived from each detected photocurrent must be matched to the ADC's dynamic range. This can be done either by optically amplifying the input optical power or by using trans-impedance amplifiers after photodetection. If the detection noise is significantly lower than 1 LSB, the ADCs may be treated as ideal-limited only by the quantization step. In this case, the quantized signals of Eq. (2) become:
Where the signal is normalized in the [-1, 1] range (matched to the full-scale voltage of the ADC), B the ADC's number of bits and x     represents the floor operation. To ensure that the I/Q terms remain independent of N, Eq. (3) must be modified slightly, accounting for the normalization:
While each measurement is limited to 2 B quantization levels, the I/Q measures of Eq. (5) are not. For an arbitrary linear combination of N/2 quantized measurements, there are 2 B·N/2 possible results. However, as we use phase-only modulation, we are limited to a small subset -those that are positioned closest to the unit circle. For the simple case of a single bit digitizer (B = 1), the number of resolvable points simply equals twice the number of digitizers [6] , providing a resolution of log 2 N. For high values of B determining the number of resolvable points becomes more complex, and was determined empirically by simulation. The resulting resolution was found to be:
This result is accurate for high values of B, but also provides a good approximation for intermediate values as well (for B = 4 the difference is less than 0.1 bit). The dependence on N, however, is exact and remains true for every value of B. Note that the sampling point distribution is not even (see Fig. 1(b) ), resulting in the resolution penalty for low ADC ENOB values. The limiting case of a single bit ADC (B = 1), that is using simple comparators, with fine optical hybrids have been used to demodulate DPSK signals [23, 24] , as well as in optically-coded photonic ADCs [8] [9] [10] .
spatial oversampling in the presence of noise
In most practical cases, an ADC's resolution is determined by noise and the ENOB is significantly lower than the number of bits. In this ENOB limited case, the discrete phase levels may be taken as continuous, and the ADC performance is determined by additive noise. In these terms, Eq. (4) becomes:
where ε n is the normalized noise associated with the n'th ADC, which includes noise contributions from detector noise (thermal, shot) and from the electrical ADC. The noise terms, ε n may be taken to be independent white stochastic processes, with a variance of σ 
Here B includes all the noise contributors (detection as well as ADC noise). The first step in assessing the effect of each ADC's noise on the overall resolution is finding the I/Q noise. Plugging Eq. (7) into Eq. (5) yields: Denoting the I/Q noise terms i and q respectively, and using the fact that ε n are independent, the I/Q noise variances become:
As i and q have equal variances, the phase SNR can be easily obtained: 
The π 2 factor in Eq. (11) comes from assuming the input phase is distributed equally across the [-π, π] range. We learn from Eq. (11) that the SNR improves by 3dB for every doubling of N, corresponding to half an ENOB improvement. In terms of overall ENOB performance of the photonic ADC with spatial oversampling, Eq. (11) leads to:
The second term in Eq. (12) shows the resolution improvement of using phase modulation (compared to amplitude modulation), and the third term is attributed to spatial oversampling. As the minimal required ports is N = 4 (90° hybrid), N/4 (with N≥4) becomes the oversampling factor. This result is identical to temporal oversampling, where doubling the oversampling factor adds half an ENOB of resolution [16] . It is worthy to contemplate a simpler alternative method to achieve spatial oversamplingUsing a single standard 90° optical hybrid and a series of power splitters at its outputs, splitting the signal to N output points, can achieve similar results. In the detection noise limited case, the noise at each detection point can be considered as independent even if the noiseless quantities are identical, hence averaging over these measurements will provide the same noise reduction as provided by a fine optical hybrid. However, this approach does not contribute in the quantization noise limited case, providing no improvement at all. For intermediate cases, where the ENOB is only slightly lower than the number of bits, using a single 90° hybrid and power splitters will provide some improvement, but considerably less than our fine optical hybrids.
Interferometric oversampling system design
Many ways exist to implement a fine optical hybrid [26] [27] [28] . Our optical hybrids are based on the star-coupler design [29] , as it is highly suitable for large port counts and, respectively, a high oversampling factor ( Fig. 2(a) ). The two inputs are placed symmetrically about the optical axis of a confocal slab lens, separated by distance d. The field at the input plane may be expressed as the two input signals' amplitude and position convolved with the waveguides' mode, which is assumed to be Gaussian.
where ξ denotes the spatial coordinate of the curved input plane, Δ the waveguide mode width, and δ is the Dirac delta function. At the curved output plane of the slab lens the Fourier transforms of the input signals are interfered. The power at the curved output plane is:
2 cos 2 exp
where x is the spatial coordinate of the curved output plane, For the case of a 360°/N optical hybrid, the N output waveguides will be placed at:
To accommodate higher output port counts, we can increase the slab lens size L. As we use short optical pulses, the path lengths of the two interfering arms must be matched and phase-stabilized. Otherwise, the signal and reference pulses might have poor temporal overlap, and no phase information will be detected. This bars the use of off-the-shelf phase modulators and optical hybrids, as these are usually fiber connected and incur unequal optical paths with varying relative phase. Implementation as a photonic integrated circuit (PIC) creates a stable system, with very little phase drift due to environmental changes. We use hybrid integration of a LiNbO 3 and a silica PICs as the core of the photonic ADC, with the LiNbO 3 section responsible for phase modulation and the silica section for the optical hybrid. Directly attaching the two parts (with no fibers between them) creates a robust and reliable system. The interference signals are guided to the PIC's output facet and are fiber attached to a series of balanced photodetectors. Since the optical power is being measured, this presents no stability concern.
The phase modulator was created by modifying a commercial Mach-Zehnder modulator (Oclaro TM AM-40, 40GHz bandwidth), dicing and polishing the device before the two MachZehnder arms interfere. This provides two equal amplitude outputs, with voltage-determined phase difference. Using a commercial, state-of-the-art device also ensures high bandwidth operation for the photonic ADC. The optical hybrids were fabricated on a silica on silicon wafer, with Ge-doped core of 2% index contrast, and its input ports were optimized to match 
Experimental setup and results
The integrated LiNbO 3 -silica PIC was first characterized using an optical vector analyzer (LUNA OVA, Fig. 3(a) ). It achieved excess loss of approximately 6dB, modulation extinction ratio >28dB and phase deviations <2° throughout the C-band. The modulator did not introduce any measurable harmonic distortion, even at a full 2π modulation depth. In order to characterize the device's stability and phase drift, a CW laser source and a slow RF modulation signal (10MHz, 10V pp ) were applied to the PIC. The resulting photocurrents were recorded on an oscilloscope in accumulation mode, over a period of 10 minutes, with the scope triggered by the RF source (Fig. 3(b) ). No phase drift in the optical interference section was noted over this time, demonstrating the stability of the device.
System performance was demonstrated by sampling a variety of signals at a 2.56GS/s sampling rate. We used a mode-locked laser operated at 80MHz repetition rate and 1550nm central wavelength for optical sampling (Spectra Physics Tsunami, 100fs pulses with 300fs timing jitter). A series of free-space delay lines were used to boost the sampling pulse rate to 2.56GHz (Fig. 3(c) ). The delay lines setup introduced small timing and amplitude errors, caused by mismatches between the different paths. As we use phase modulation, pulse amplitude errors have no significant effect on performance; however pulse timing errors are very significant-particularly at high modulation frequencies. This was digitally compensated during post-processing, by extracting the data points of each optical path and re-timing them to remove the timing skew. An EDFA was used to amplify the pulses to 23dBm average power at the device's input. Average power incident on each photodetector was ~10dBm. The optical hybrid's output was detected by a series of balanced detectors (U 2 T BPDV2) and digitized using an oscilloscope (Agilent 81204A). For the 22.5° hybrid measurements, two oscilloscopes were externally synchronized. No electronic amplification or filtering was used. The measurements were processed offline on a computer, and the input phase (and therefore driving voltage) was extracted. To mitigate non ideal effects (e.g. timing mismatch between channels, off-peak sampling the optical pulses), the digitized signal were interpolated. This enabled fine correction of timing and amplitude mismatches, improving signal quality. It is important to mention that such complex processing was only necessary because of the lack of an integrate and dump circuit, which would have made the sampling process much easier. Three configurations were used; 90°, 45° and 22.5° optical hybrids, corresponding to an oversampling factor of 1, 2 and 4 (90° hybrid operation was achieved by using only 4 ports of the 45° device, and was used as reference). To compensate for the different losses of the 22.5° and 45° hybrids (approximately 3dB difference, brought by the fact that the 22.5° hybrid splits the signal to more outputs), the input signal for the 45° hybrid was slightly attenuated. The full-scale voltage swing was maintained at ~110mV at each detector.
To ascertain the concept of spatial oversampling in the ideal quantization limit (where noise is negligible), a 2-bit quantization was digitally imposed on the acquired signals. A linear voltage ramp was applied to the modulator, and the number of discrete quantization levels was measured for each type of hybrid (Fig. 4(a) ). From the initial set of 2 bit signals (4 levels), the 90°, 45° and 22.5° configuration have obtained 3 bits (8 levels), 4 bits (16 levels) and 5 bits (32 levels) respectively, as predicted by Eq. (6) . A non-even distribution of the quantization levels was observed, as discussed in section 2.1. In addition some noise remained, resulting in phase jumps of up to 1 LSB.
The behavior in the presence of noise was determined by removing the imposed 2-bit quantization, utilizing the full resolution of the oscilloscopes. The oscilloscopes' effective resolution for signals in the GHz region was measured to be ~5 ENOB, and was the limiting noise source in the setup. Several RF sinusoidal signals were input, with frequencies of 7.7GHz, 12.9GHz and 18GHz, and the digitized signal resolution was estimated from the resulting spectrum. 2 13 data points were used in each measurement. Figure 4b shows an example of such spectrum (for the 12.9GHz input signal), showing the lowering of the noise floor with increasing the optical hybrid's port count. Due to our amplifier limited gain in this frequency range, the input voltage swing did not cover the full 2π range of the modulator, and was different for each frequency (modulation depth of 57%, 54% and 45% for 7.7GHz, 12.9GHz and 18GHz, respectively). The full-scale performance was estimated by assuming that the noise floor will remain the same for input signals with a higher voltage swing. This assumption is valid, as the modulator did not introduce any measurable harmonic distortion for signals with higher voltages at lower frequencies. Figure 4 (c). shows the projected fullscale resolution using the different oversampling factors, for the input frequencies that were measured. It should be stressed that 18GHz was the limit of the electrical amplifier at our disposal, and not the bandwidth of the system. That is determined by the modulator's bandwidth, which is 40GHz in our implementation. As can be seen in Fig. 4(c) , there is no drop in performance in the 7.7-18GHz range, suggesting that the supported bandwidth is indeed much higher. 
Conclusion and discussion
We proposed and demonstrated the concept of spatial oversampling, a mathematical equivalent to classic temporal oversampling. The concept trades the excess bandwidth of temporal oversampling for increased parallelism, allowing resolution improvement without bandwidth loss. Spatial oversampling has been shown to both increase the number of quantization levels (dominant effect when using low resolution ADCs) and lower the noise floor (dominant effect when using high resolution ADCs). Oversampling factors of 2 and 4 were demonstrated with 45° and 22.5° optical hybrids, corresponding to a resolution increase of 0.5 and 1 ENOB, compared to a standard 90° optical hybrid. Based on this concept, we demonstrated quantization of RF signals, with frequencies up to 18GHz. A maximal full-scale resolution of 7.6 ENOB was achieved.
This performance improvement does come at a cost of increasing system complexity and the amount required hardware. While high oversampling factors using discrete components are not practical, combining this technology with integrated electronic circuitry (e.g. on a silicon photonics platform) can make it feasible for commercial systems.
It should be noted that the results presented here are by no means the limit of this technique. Modulation frequencies were limited by the electrical amplifier we used, and overall resolution was limited by the relatively low ENOB of the oscilloscopes at our disposal. Using designated integrate and dump circuits will also greatly improve fidelity. The spatial oversampling technique continues to be an effective method for increasing the conversion fidelity when higher performing (lower ENOB) electrical ADC are employed.
